Donor Bill of Rights
This Bill of Rights is to promote the continued safety of our most precious gift, the Donor, and what the
Donor freely gives to us, their life’s energy or essence.
Court Amen-Khepera requires both the Vampire and the Donor to sign this document. This document can
be implemented for a 6 month or 1 year contract. At the end of this contract, both the Vampire and Donor
must sign another Donor Bill of Rights.
This contract between Vampire and Donor will describe what is allowed for the Vampire / Donor
Relationship and the treatment of the Donor during this Relationship. Failure to comply with this contract
will result in this contract becoming null and void as well as the Vampire losing the privilege of having the
Relationship with the Donor in this contract.
I.

The Donor
(Legal name of donor) will be referred to in this contract as “Donor” or “The Donor”.

II.

The Vampire
(Legal name of vampire) will be referred to in this contract as “Vampire” or “The Vampire”.

I.

Rights of the Donor
1.

IV.

The Donor has the right to decline feeding the vampire for any reason.

2.

The Donor must be given sufficient time to heal and regain strength after a feeding before
the next feeding my happen.

3.

The Donor must be treated with the utmost respect. Mal treatment of the donor will result
in this contract becoming null and void.

4.

The Donor has the right to seek guidance and counseling from other donors and or vampires
in the local vampire community or vampire community at large.

5.

The Donor will not suffer if the Donor and Vampire are in a romantic relationship because
the Donor has declined to feed the Vampire.

6.

The Donor has the right to know what level the Donor and Vampire Relationship is on and
has the right to freely discuss this with the Vampire and be allowed to freely participate in
making decisions on or about that Relationship with the Vampire.

7.

The Donor has the right to end this contract under the following conditions: a) The Donor
is being physically, emotionally or psychically abused or neglected. b) If the Vampire does
not abide by the contract. c) The Donor no longer wishes to donate to the Vampire.

Responsibilities of the Vampire
1.

The Vampire must insure the Donor’s safety during feeding at all times.

2.

The Vampire must educate the Donor on safety for feeding issues.

3.

The Vampire must educate the Donor on the feeding habits of the Vampire.

4.

The Vampire must educate the Donor on Court Etiquette and the Codex.

5.

The Vampire must treat the Donor with respect at all times.

I.

Exceptions

If the Donor and Vampire are in a relationship where deviant sexual acts are preformed, the Donor and
Vampire must have a separate contract which outlines what the Donor and Vampire will allow in said
deviant acts and that contract must be submitted with the Donor Bill of Rights to Court Amen-Khepera. If
no such contract is submitted with the Donor Bill of Rights, and it becomes known that deviant acts are
being preformed, it will be considered an act of abuse and the Court Amen-Khepera Donor Bill or Rights
will become null and void and the Vampire will lose the privilege to have a Donor.
(Legal Signature of Donor)

(Date)

_________________________________________

____________

(Legal Signature of Vampire)

(Date)

Witness:
_________________________________________

____________

(Legal Signature of Witness)

(Date)

Witness:
_________________________________________

____________

(Legal Signature of Witness)

(Date)

*****DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE*****

Received by: _____________________________________
Type: □ Donor Bill of Rights
□ Approved

□ Denied

□ Donor Bill of Rights and Deviant Contract
Date filed: ________________________________

________________________________________
(Authorized Signature and Title)

________________
(Date)

